
A SIMILARITIES OF FATHER SOLANUS CASEY AND JESUS LIFE

Eight life-like bronze statues, referred to as the Beatitude Statues, greet visitors to the Solanus Casey Center. The
Beatitudes were given by Jesus to His followers. For some people, the similarity of giving the Beatitudes to the people
like Moses gave the Ten Commandments beckons that the Beatitudes.

Approbation of the most celebrated universities, which, after a minute examination have declared that this
book contains nothing contrary to faith or morals, and who have exalted it beyond measure, as the Sovereign
Pontiff Benedict XIV attests in his decree of  Brother Francis' ability to keep the office running smoothly was
regarded as essential. Mail piled up from across the country. This prediction shocked her, and he attempted to
overcome her arguments by becoming specific. Solanus was wondering why he had not seen a full life of the
Mother of God. Bonaventure's filled seven notebooks with more than six thousand notes. Bonaventure
Monastery or upon his enrolling a guest in the Seraphic Mass Association was almost as predictable as the
favors themselves. He was hungry as it was way past his dinner time. My first anxiety came when I heard it
was on the Index. My drum is not broken. Let us be honest: we do much reading that is not only useless but
even harmful. To those who opposed him or this work, he was courteous but would not argue. The long
double line of viewers was endless; newcomers joined in continuously through the day and evening. When
Benedict XIII, in the eighteenth century, extended the feast of July 16 to the whole Church, he did but give an
official sanction to the universality already gained by the cultus of the Queen of Carmel. As we read, he would
close his eyes, and seem to doze. Monsignor Sabo's summary of the facts was meant to speak to the hearts of
his fellow priests in a very practical manner. Bonaventure's chapel. All were enrolled in the Seraphic Mass
Association â€” some of them many times over â€” and a goodly number were directed to Mother Mary's
wonderful opus. Simon Stock this badge, ennobled by contact with her sacred fingers, the Mother of God said
to him: 'Whosoever shall die in this habit shall not suffer eternal flames. Joseph, pray at the tomb of Father
Solanus Casey in Detroit. Merling related. He knew of the Capuchins in Milwaukee, and had written to their
Fr. Our sole concern is with the book. At times Fr. Will the reading of this book harm us? He accepted being
ordained as a simplex priest who was able to offer Holy Mass privately but could neither preach nor hear
Confessions. She immediately turned to Bl. We became very concerned only about our problemâ€”concerned
about ourselves with anxiety that wears us down. The crowd continued to swell. There were now expecting
their seventh child. It was a simple, homely philosophy, but it was true Catholic faith applied to suffering
souls. Merling said. Thus Bernard continued to pray to Our Blessed Mother for the whole time of the novena
before the feast of the Immaculate Conception in  We subjoin a sketch of these various approbations which
guarantee the authenticity, since they are copied from the acts of the process for the beatification and
canonization of the servant of God, Mary of Agreda 1. The Fr. Solanus continued.


